Sanat Kumara’s Responsibilities And History

My Icon
I requested a collage of Earth with people and representations of various
kingdoms. To date, exactly what I had in mind has not been found. But I will
not delay my messages until my ideal is located. This current icon suggests
the multi-dimensional nature and livingness of this planet and that will do. It
is the vast variety of life and lives associated with Earth that I wish to
convey.

Current Responsibilities
I am one who is hardly unknown. I think that my focus and responsibilities
are equally well known. Yet I would have a word or two for visitors to this
website.
My overall responsibilities are, in essence, the spiritual evolution of this
planet. Not that I initiate events but that I assist the Great Evolving Being I
shall call the Earth-Soul who vivifies this planet for the purpose of spiritual
evolution.
The one you know as Mother Earth is the living physical embodiment of this
Great Evolving Being, this Earth-Soul much as you are the living physical
embodiment of your personal soul. The Earth-Soul’s mission, and thus
Mother Earth’s mission within the divine plan is to create a living library, a
study and educational center for this part of the cosmos. And as such Mother
Earth has a special place in the stellar order. It is a great honor to serve her,
to be of assistance to her and the responsibility she has undertaken to be a
significant part of the unfolding divine plan for our universe.
You experience only Earth’s physical side – the one you see each day and
use each day. However, Mother Earth as a living, evolving entity has many
other facets ... many more beyond her physicality which should be important
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to you, dear readers, to be fully aware of. I will speak about those facets in
future lectures to make you understand the importance of a holistic view of
your beingness in conjunction with the multi-dimensional view of Mother
Earth.
When it comes to spiritual evolution, until such time as every spiritual being
has thoroughly and completely reunited with Source so that there is only
Source and only One and all the learning of this universe is complete, until
that time every one of us is evolving. This must be clearly understood.
Learning and evolution does not cease. Responsibilities to serve do not
cease. Like the proverbial energy, they only change in form. And this is
important in the context of what my focus is and what my responsibilities
are.
I am an embodiment on the etheric plane of the Great Evolving Being, the
Earth-Soul who vivifies Mother Earth and sustains her life. It is to this being
that I am responsible. I am One with this being, but I am not this being in
total.
My responsibility is to orchestrate, oversee and implement the plans for the
spiritual evolution of this planet according to the divine plan of this cosmos.
That includes all kingdoms, all beings associated with this planet. This
includes those from the tiniest subatomic particle as you describe them to
every kingdom you are familiar with – mineral, plant, animal, human – and
into the kingdoms that live in the dimensions that science does not yet
measure and the textbooks do not yet include. There, for example, I will
incorporate the Angels, the devas and others that you may not have heard
of. It is my responsibility to coordinate the spiritual evolution of all this
based on the divine plan.
As has been oft stated, Mother Earth is undergoing what is commonly called
a shift. This is a leap forward in frequency and as the frequency of the planet
expands, consciousness expansion becomes possible for the Earth-Soul, the
Great Evolving Being who vivifies Mother Earth. As the Earth-Soul’s
consciousness expands, all the kingdoms associated with Mother Earth
respond to the expansion and find their frequencies rising.
However, the human kingdom has the free will to resist this change. And
therein lies my focus as it pertains to speaking on this site. I wish to add my
voice to the voice of other panelists who are speaking to the human family
through this forum. That is why my focus for the moment includes
participating as a panelist on this website.
It is vital that the human kingdom as a whole, the human family as One
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recognizes the need to raise the frequency not of any individual but of the
whole. And if everyone worries only about themselves or perhaps
themselves and their friends, then we are in for a very rough time for a very
long time and we do not really have a very long time because a cosmic
window of opportunity is closing.
I wish to avoid the rough time for humanity that has been visible to many of
you over the past few years. I wish to make it clear that humanity has come
to a major crossroad and it is the exigency inherent upon reaching this
crossroad that compels me to personally communicate to you through this
website. Thank you.

Favorite or Significant Life
My past significant life. I would change that to be the significant experiences
that are outstanding in my memory. I will limit this, as others have limited it
to a specific human life, a specific time frame, I will simply limit this to a
significant and I would say formative experience in my existence.
I am one who is known on the inner planes as a preparer, that is one who
prepares. At times we are administrators or architects or general contractors
or construction workers depending on what needs to be done. There are
many of us. I don’t think we are often called by any particular name except
among ourselves. Our job is literally that, to prepare for the next stage of
evolution whether that is to prepare a planetary vehicle for manifestation or
to prepare a planet for a major spiritual milestone as I am doing now. In
your world if someone is, let us say, going through a major life event, a
wedding, a bar or bat mitzvah, the birth of a child, preparation is needed.
When it comes to spiritual evolution, preparation is needed for significant
milestones in the spiritual journey. Now, one of those milestones is the initial
vivification of a vehicle for manifestation. These are fancy words which can
be translated in human terms into being born.
But let us apply this evolution to the planet Earth. There were preparers who
shaped the physical vehicle that you call Mother Earth and they prepared the
various dimensions, those that you are aware of and your science measures
and includes in the textbooks and those that are not included, at least not
yet. When the preparation was complete, the Great Evolving Being, the
Earth-Soul with the power to vivify entered its vehicle of manifestation and
the planet became the living, evolving Mother Earth you know. That was the
beginning.
I think the significant event that most closely relates to what I am focusing
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on now is my coming to this planet. Yes, as has been oft written, I did come
from Venus, I did not come alone. But I did come.
As Mother Earth evolved, she reached the point where it was time to prepare
for a major spiritual milestone. She could have chosen to coordinate the
necessary preparation of all allied kingdoms herself. However, she chose to
request an administrator to coordinate the long, intricate preparation. The
Earth-Soul and I were aware of each other from my work on Venus. I was
asked if I would take on the position and I accepted.
My purpose was then and is still to prepare Mother Earth and all the
dimensions of Mother Earth for what is taking place now, the great
advancement in frequency that indicates the approach and transitioning of a
significant milestone. My work has all been to that end. The organization,
the guidance, the planning has all been to that end.
So the coming to this planet with the responsibility of preparing the physical
manifestation of the Earth-Soul, i.e. Mother Earth, for that required
evolutionary leap was a great responsibility, a great pleasure, a great
challenge in my own spiritual journey to be responsible for preparing a living
planet like Mother Earth for the transition of a major spiritual milestone.
That preparation includes the coordination of activities so that all affiliated
kingdoms of this planet, all kingdoms and all parts of all kingdoms keep pace
and move forward together so that the being who gives this great planet life
can smoothly transition through this milestone. It has been my pleasure to
be so honored and trusted as to make preparations for this step.
I would like to add that as of now in the year 2015 the majority of the
human family of Earth is resisting the rise in frequency and everything that
the rise in frequency requires in assessing, repairing and equalizing
relationships among the members of this human family. That is why I wish
to speak. I would have a written record of what I explain, what I advise and
how I will guide if I am allowed. It is my hope that the members of the
human family will listen in sufficient numbers that the window of opportunity
will not be lost.
I thank you very much.
The Sanat Kumara
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